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On metric equivalence of vrproducts 
F . GECSEG a n d B . IMREH 
In [7] it is shown that the v3-product is metrically equivalent to the product. 
Here we strengthen this result by proving that already the vx-product is metrically 
equivalent to the general product. It is also obtained that, if a class X of auto-
mata is not metrically complete for the product, then HSP9 (X)=HSPVl (X). 
In this paper by an automaton we mean a finite automaton. The only excep-
tions are varieties of automata; they may contain automata with infinite state-
sets. For all notions and notations not defined here, see [1], [7], [8] and [9]. 
We start with 
Lemma 1. If a finite class X of automata is not metrically complete for the 
product, then every finitely generated automaton 2I=(X, A, 5) from HSPPV l ( j f ) 
is in HSPVl(X). 
Proof. First let us note that the concept of the vx-product can be generalized 
in a natural way to products with infinitely many factors, and every automaton 
in PPVl(X) is a Vi-product with possibly infinitely many factors. Thus, take a 
Vi-product 
® = (X, B, 5') = n 9, y] 
with \X\ = m and %=(Xi, Ait SJZX (i€I). Let {alt ..., an} be a generating set 
of 91. Suppose that a subautomaton of © can be mapped homomorphically onto 
91, and let b; be a counter image of at (z'= 1, ..., n) under this homomorphism. 
Denote by iB'=(X, B', S") the subautomaton of S generated by {bls ..., b„}. 
Moreover, set w=max {\Ai\ /£/} and v—\X\. Let k^O be a fixed integer such 
that, for arbitrary C ^ Z e , C, Se)£X, c£C, p£Xt with \p\^k and xlt x2£Xe, 
cpx1=cpx2. (Since X is not metrically complete, there exists such a k.) We shall 
show the existence of a vx-product S = ( Z , B, 5) of automata from {9Ij|/€/} with 
mk+1— 1 
a number of factors not exceeding vu"', where t = — if 1, and t=k+1 
m— 1 
for m= 1, such that a subautomaton W=(X, B\ 5') of S is isomorphic to S ' . 
Define the binary relation g on / in the following way: i=j(g) (i, j € I ) if and 
only if 2Ij— % and ¿¡(pr; (br), <Pi(br, p))=5j(prj (br), (pj(br, p)) hold for arbi-
trary r (1 S r S n ) and p£X* with \p\^k. By the choice of A:, ¿¡(pr^b,.), <Pi(br, q))= 
= ^(pry- (b,), (pj(br, q)) is valid for any r (1 S r S n ) and q£X*. Moreover, since 
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t is the number of words over X with length less than or equal to k, we have at most 
w/" ^-classes. From every g-class take exactly one element, and let {/'j, ..., /",} be 
their set. Form the -product 
» = (X, B, S) = IJ(%\j = 1,.... <?>', y'] 
in the following way: 
(i) For every j (1 y'(i,.)=0 if y(iy)=0, and /(/,-)= {iyi} (¿€{1, ...,/}) 
if ?(«/)={M and ih=h(o). 
(ii) For every j ( 1 ^ / ) and x€X, <p'h(x)=<ph(x) if y'(i,) = 0. 
(iii) For every j (1=§ /==/), if y'(ij)= {/jJ, then (p'^a, x)=q>i.(a, x) (a£At. , 
xZX). 
Moreover, let B,- (i— 1, ..., n) be those states of S which, for every j{= 1, ...,/), 
satisfy the equality pr f j (B,)=pr;^ (b,). Denote by B', 5') the subautomaton 
of ® generated by {b1; ..., b„}. Moreover, consider the mapping rp: B'-*B' given 
by \p(bip)~hip (pdX*, i= 1, ..., «). Clearly, ij/ is an isomorphism of SB' onto S ' . • 
Lemma 2. If a finite class X of automata is not metrically complete for the 
product, then the equality HSPPa (X)=HSPPV l (Jf) holds. 
Proof. Obviously, HSPP n (^f ) g HSPP9(Jf). Thus, it is enough to show 
HSPP f l(Jf) iHSPPV l(^f) . This latter inclusion holds if and only if H S P P 9 ( X ) n 
r\Jfx gHSPPVl for all input alphabet X, where J f x is the similarity class 
of all automata with input alphabet X. Since automata identities have at most two 
variables, HSPP9 (X)C\X x =HSP ({3t2}), where 2I2 is a free automaton of the 
variety HSPP9 ( j f ) Pi generated by two elements. Let 2Ii be a free automaton in 
HSPP g (Jf) r \Jf x generated by a single element. One can show that every finitely 
generated automaton in HSPPg(jf)f)Jfx is in HSP9(Jf), 3I2 can be represented 
homomorphically by a quasi-direct square of or by a quasi-direct product of 
SIj by a two-state discrete automaton with a single input signal depending on the 
forms of the ^-identities holding in 3I2 (see the Theorem in [3] and the proof of 
Theorem 2.1 from [5]). Since every finitely generated automaton from HSPPO0(JT) 
is in HSPO0(JT), by the Theorem of [3] and Proposition 12 from [4], if a two-state 
discrete automaton is in HSPP9(Jf) then it is in HSQ(j f ) , where Q is the quasi-
direct product operator. Therefore, to prove HSPP ? (Jf)Q HSPPVl(Jf) it is suffi-
cient to show that 3lj£HSPPVl(jf) for an arbitrary input alphabet X. By the proof 
of Theorem 2 of [7], we may suppose that there is a largest positive integer t such 
that for an automaton (£=(X, C, <5C) in J f , a state c£C and a word r£X* with 
\r\ = t— 1 the state cr is ambiguous. 
Assume that the identity zp=zq (p, qdX*) does not hold in 0ll5 where z is a 
variable, p=x1...xkxk+1...xm, q=x1...xkyk+1...yn, and xk+1^yk+1 if m,n>k. 
If m,n^t, or m<t and nSi , then by the proof of Theorem 2 in [7], zp=zq is 
not satisfied by PV l(jf) . Thus, we may assume that m, n^t._ 
Since «TjeHSPP^X), there are an automaton 91=(X, A, 5) in J , a state 
a0£A and two words p'—x'i...x[x'i^1...x'm, q'=x1...x'iyi+1...y'„ in X* such that 
a0p'7±a0q', l^k and xl+1?±yi+1 if m, n>l. We shall_suppose that there are no 
words p=x1 . . .x ,x r + 1 . . .xm and q=x1 . . .x ry r + 1 . . .y„ inX*with a 0p^a 0q and r ^ l . 
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Let ai=a0x'1...x'i (i=\, ...,iri) a n d 
... x'i if 1 S i ^ l , 
,a0xi ... x',yi+1 ...y'i if 
In the sequel we can confine ourselves to the case m, n>l. Assume to the contra-
ry, say m=/. Consider the vt-product S = B, <5')=9I[Ar, <p, y] with y(!)={!}, 
where u is the largest index for which the states b0, ...,b„ are pairwise distinct, 
and (p is given arbitrarily in all other cases. Observe that if b—bj for 0 S i < j S n 
then 5(br, x')=5(br, y') for arbitrary r^i and x, y'dX; otherwise Jf would 
be metrically complete for the product. (This observation will be used silently through-
out the paper.) By the construction of ffi, a0p<B=a0p'm and a0q<s=a0q^. Therefore, 
floPsB^flo?®-
We say that am and b„ induce disjoint cycles, if the subautomata generated by 
am and bn are disjoint. Otherwise they induce the same cycle. 
Let us distinguish the following cases. 
Case 1. The states am and bn induce disjoint cycles. By our assumptions on p' 
and q', {al+1, ..., ..., fcm}=0. Let ux ( 0 S u ^ r n ) be the largest index 
such that the elements a0,a 1; ..., aui are pairwise distinct. The number w2 (0^«2<w) 
has the same meaning for b0, bly ..., bU2. 
Take the v2-product 
and in all other cases (p is given arbitrarily. Take b=(a i_ i). Then bp= 
= (ai-kxi_k+1...x'mxl-k) and bq=(a l .kx' l_k + 1 . . .x' l y'i+1...y'nxl~k), where x£X is 
arbitrary. (Remember that m , n ^ t . ) Therefore, bp^bq. 
Case 2. The states am and bn induce the same cycle, i.e., in the intersection of 
the subautomata generated by am and bn there is a cycle C of length w. We distinguish 
some subcases. 
Case 2.1. m ^ n (mod w). Then w> 1. Take an arbitrary vx-product 
23 = (X, A, 5') of 21 with a single factor. In ©, for any c£C, we have cp^cq. 
Case 2.2. m=n (mod w). Some further subcases are needed. 
Case 2.2.1. am,b„£C or m—n. 
If {fli+i, ..., flm}n{fc/+i, ..., b„}=&, then let ux ( O ^ u ^ m ) be the largest 
(pQ>l,xi+1) = x'i+1 (i = 0, ..., min {m-1, «}), 
(P(bi,yi+1) = y'i+1 (i = I, . . . , min { « - 1 , u}) 
where 
© = (X, B, 5') = 91 [X, <p, y] 
7(1) = {1}, 
cp(a^k+i, xi+1) = xl_k+l+1 (O^iS Ui+fe-Z), 
<P(bl+i,yk+i+1) = y[+i+1 (O^iS m2-0, 
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index such that the elements a0, alt ..., aUl are pairwise distinct. The number u2 
(0SM2</I) has the same meaning for b0,b1, ..., but. 
Take the -product 
S = (X, B, ¿0 = (MX...XM) [X , cp, y] 
l—k +1 times 
where 
7(1) = {1}; 7(0 = 0-1} 0 = 2, ..., l — k+1), 
<Pi("i-k+i, *,+i) = (0 S i g Ux + k — I), 
<Pi(bi+i, yk+i+1) = yi+t+1 (0 S i S i / 2 - 0 , 
and for every j(=2, ..., l—k+1), 
Vjfai-k-u-v+i, *.+i) = >+i (0 S i s th-l+k+j-2), 
w(b v i Lf O ^ i ^ j - 2 ^fc+i+l) ~ tj;/_(j._2) + . if j — 2 < i S U2 — l+j —2, 
and in all other cases <p is given arbitrarily in accordance with the definition of the 
Vj-product. 
Take b=(a,_i)a,-k_1, ..., a0). Then bp=(a,_kp0, ..., a0p^k) and 
tfi-*-i<7i> • aoh-k) where, for every j(=0, .„, l-k), Pj=x',_k_J+1... 
...x'mxl~k~3 and qj=xi_k_j+1...x'iyi+1...y'„xl-k-J, and x£X is arbitrary. Thus 
Pi-k-/ and qi-k=<l', implying bp^bq. 
If {a l+1, ..., am}n{fc /+i, ..., then let r ( / + l S r S w ) be the least index 
for which there is a bj with ar=bj. Moreover, let s ( /+ l S J S n ) be the least index 
such that bs=ar. Then r?±s, since in the opposite case p—x'1...x'rx'r+1...x'm and 
q=x'1...x'ry'r+1...y'n would contradict the choice of p' and q'. Assume that r<s. 
Let u ( 0 s « < m ) be the largest index for which the states a0, ..., au are pairwise 
distinct. Take the vx-product 
» = (X, B, 5') = (gtx...XM)[JT, cp, y] 
l—k+1 times 
where 
7(1) = {1}; y(0 = 0 - l } ( 2 S i S / - f e + 1 ) , 
<Pi(a,-k+t. * i + i ) = x!-k+l+1 (0 S i S u+k-t), 
<PiQ>i+i, yk+i+1) = yi+t+i (0 S i S r-T), 
and for every j ( = 2 , ...,/—fc+1), 
<Pj(ai-k-u-2)+i> xt+i) = )+« (0 s i s u-l+k+j-2), 
a (h v \-ix'-U-»+t i f O S i S j - 2 , 
l^i-0-2)+i 11 J r — l+J—2, 
and in all other cases <¡9 is given arbitrarily. Take the state 
b = (a<-*> ai-k-1» ..., 
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Then b . . . , b ' i _ k l a0p') and bq=(b'{, ..., b"_k, a0x'1...xiy'i+1...y'rq) where q£X* 
satisfies the equality [q\=n—r. One can easily check that a0p' ^a0x[...x'iy'i+1...y'rq. 
Indeed, in the opposite case let q' be thejnitial segment of q with length m— r if 
m^n, and otherwise let q'—qq, where q£X* is arbitrary with \qq\=m—r. From 
our assumptions it follows that a0x'1...xiyi+1...y'rq/9ia0q'. Therefore, by r > / , 
the pair x'i...x[y'i+i...y'rq', q' contradicts the choice o f p ' and q'. 
Case 2.2.2. m?±n and at least one of am and b„ is not in C. 
Case 2.2.2.1. None of am and b„ is in C and m-<n. Then the states b0, ..., b„ 
are pairwise distinct. Take the V!-product 
SS = {X)B,8') = yi[X,<piy] 
where 
7d ) = 0 ) , 
tu \ fxt+i if 0 = * < 
l j i + 1 it l s i < m, 
ru \ ixUi i f fc ^ i < 
l-j. + l II » = I < n, 
and (p is given arbitrarily in all other cases. Taking b=(Z?„) we obtain bp=(bm) 
and bq={b„). 
Case 2.2.2.2. am$C, b„£C and n > m ; or am$C, b„£C and n-^m. The states 
ag, alt ..., am are pairwise distinct. Take the -product 
® = (X,B,5') = M[X>(p,y] 
where 
7(1) = {1}, 
<7>0;, * i + i ) = *i'+i (0 = i < m), 
Ji+i) = x',+l (k ^ i < min {m, n}), 
and (p is given arbitrarily in theremaining cases. Let b=(a0). If n>m, then bp=(am) 
and bq—{amxn-m), where x£X is arbitrary. Obviously, am9iamxn~m, since in the 
opposite case flm6C. If n<m, then bp=(am) and bq=(a„). • 
Remark. Let X be an arbitrary class of automata. In [3] it is shown that if 
an identity does not hold in an infinite product of automata from X , then there 
is a finite product of automata from JT which does not satisfy the given identity 
either. (See also [2], where this result is generalized to automata with infinite input 
alphabets.) Moreover, by Theorem 1 of [7], the vx-product is equivalent to the 
product as regards metric completeness. Therefore, if X is metrically complete 
for the product, then none of the nontrivial p-identities holds in HSPPV1(JT). Thus, 
using Lemma 2, we obtain that HSPP9 ( J f )=HSPPV l (X) for arbitrary class of 
automata. However, Lemma 2 will be sufficient to prove our main result. 
By Lemmas 1 and 2, we obtain 
Corollary 3. If a class c/C of automata is not metrically complete for the product, 
then HSP 8 (J f )=HSP V l ( j r ) . 
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Proof. The inclusion HSP ? 1 ( . j r )gHSP 9 pf ) is_obvious. If Ui<EHSP9(X), 
then there exists a finite subset Jfsuch that 9lCHSPfl(JT). Therefore, by Lemmas 1 
and 2, 9l£HSPVl(X). • 
Let us note that by the proof of the Theorem in [6], H S P I 0 ( J f ) = H S P 9 ( j f ) 
if J f is not metrically complete for the product. Thus, for such classes J f , the equality 
HSP a o (X)=HSP V l (X) holds, too. 
Now we are ready to state and prove the main result of the paper. 
Theorem 4. The vx-product is metrically equivalent to the general product. 
Proof Let Jf be an arbitrary class of automata. If J f is metrically complete 
for the product, then by Theorem 1 in [7], X is metrically complete with respect 
to the vx-product. If X is not metrically complete, then HSPg (X)=HSP V l (Jf) , as 
it is stated in Corollary 3. • 
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